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England's First Demonologist Philip C. Almond 2011-06-30 'The fables of
witchcraft have taken so fast hold and deepe root in the heart of man, that few
or none can indure with patience the hand and correction of God.' Reginald
Scot, whose words these are, published his remarkable book The Discoverie of
Witchcraft in 1584. England's first major work of demonology, witchcraft and
the occult, the book was unashamedly sceptical. It is said that so outraged was
King James VI of Scotland by the disbelieving nature of Scot's work that, on
James' accession to the English throne in 1603, he ordered every copy to be
destroyed. Yet for all the anger directed at Scot, and his scorn for Stuart
orthodoxy about wiches, the paradox was that his detailed account of sorcery
helped strengthen the hold of European demonologies in England while also
inspiring the distinctively English tradition of secular magic and conjuring.
Scot's influence was considerable. Shakespeare drew on The Discoverie of
Witchcraft for his depiction of the witches in Macbeth. So too did fellowplaywright Thomas Middleton in his tragi-comedy The Witch. Recognising Scot's
central importance in the history of ideas, Philip Almond places his subject in
the febrile context of his age, examines the chief themes of his work and shows
why his writings became a sourcebook for aspiring magicians and conjurors for
several hundred years. England's First Demonologist makes a notable
contribution to a fascinating but unjustly neglected topic in the study of
Early Modern England and European intellectual history.
The Grand Grimoire Tarl Warwick 2015-01-10 The Red Dragon has been variously
treated as a grimoire, a piece of folk literature, and a joke manuscript; it
comprises one part of what is loosely termed "The Grand Grimoire"- a collection
of magickal works from the Renaissance such as the Black Pullet and Lesser Keys
of Solomon. The Red Dragon however bears the title "Grand Grimoire" on its own.
Multiple editions of it exist, some with material tacked on. It takes the form
of a long ritualistic ceremony designed to secure communication with a demon
known as "Lucifuge Rofocale" followed by various invocations and incantations
and spells. The contents are heretical in the extreme, from rituals involving
boiling a black cat to the use of toxic substances in ritual form. Small
wonder, that this text has gained so much notoreity.
Daemonologie. Edinburgh 1597 James I (King of England) 1603
A Counter-Blaste to Tobacco and Demonology James I. King of England 2011-09-01
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King James I's A Counter Blast to Tobacco was written in 1604 and stands as one
of the earliest anti-tobacco publications ever written. In the treatise, James
blames Native Americans for introducing tobacco to Europe, warns readers of the
danger tobacco poses to the lungs, and complains about passive smoking.
Demonology, written by the king in 1597, takes aim at witches in early modern
England.
Bedeviled Jimena Canales 2020-11-10 How scientists through the ages have
conducted thought experiments using imaginary entities—demons—to test the laws
of nature and push the frontiers of what is possible Science may be known for
banishing the demons of superstition from the modern world. Yet just as the
demon-haunted world was being exorcized by the enlightening power of reason, a
new kind of demon mischievously materialized in the scientific imagination
itself. Scientists began to employ hypothetical beings to perform certain roles
in thought experiments—experiments that can only be done in the imagination—and
these impish assistants helped scientists achieve major breakthroughs that
pushed forward the frontiers of science and technology. Spanning four centuries
of discovery—from René Descartes, whose demon could hijack sensorial reality,
to James Clerk Maxwell, whose molecular-sized demon deftly broke the second law
of thermodynamics, to Darwin, Einstein, Feynman, and beyond—Jimena Canales
tells a shadow history of science and the demons that bedevil it. She reveals
how the greatest scientific thinkers used demons to explore problems, test the
limits of what is possible, and better understand nature. Their imaginary
familiars helped unlock the secrets of entropy, heredity, relativity, quantum
mechanics, and other scientific wonders—and continue to inspire breakthroughs
in the realms of computer science, artificial intelligence, and economics
today. The world may no longer be haunted as it once was, but the demons of the
scientific imagination are alive and well, continuing to play a vital role in
scientists' efforts to explore the unknown and make the impossible real.
Demonology, by King James I James I (angleški kralj) 2008
The True Law of Free Monarchies James I (King of England) 1996
The Demonology of King James I Donald Tyson 2012-03-08 Written by King James I
and published in 1597, the original edition of Demonology is widely regarded as
one of the most interesting and controversial religious writings in history,
yet because it is written in the language of its day, it has been notoriously
difficult to understand. Now occult scholar Donald Tyson has modernized and
annotated the original text, making this historically important work accessible
to contemporary readers. Also deciphered here, for the first time, is the
anonymous tract News from Scotland, an account of the North Berwick witch
trials over which King James presided. Tyson examines King James’ obsession
with witches and their alleged attempts on his life, and offers a knowledgeable
and sympathetic look at the details of magick and witchcraft in the Jacobean
period. Demonology features historical woodcut illustrations and includes the
original old English texts in their entirety. This reference work is the key to
an essential source text on seventeenth-century witchcraft and the Scottish
witch trials
The Encyclopedia of Demons and Demonology Rosemary Guiley 2009 Explores this
dark aspect of folklore and religion and the role that demons play in the
modern world. Includes numerous entries documenting beliefs about demons and
demonology from ancient history to the present.
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Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft Walter Scott 1885
Daemonologie King James I of England
Daemonologie King James I 2020-12-02 2020 Reprint of the 1924 Edition. Full
facsimile of the original edition and not reproduced with Optical Recognition
Software. This edition reprints the original edition of Daemonologie [1597] and
the original edition of Newes from Scotland [1591]. Daemonologie was written by
King James VI of Scotland (later also James I of England) as a philosophical
dissertation on contemporary necromancy and the historical relationships
between the various methods of divination used from ancient black magic. It
includes a study on demonology and the methods demons used to bother troubled
men. It also touches on topics such as werewolves and vampires. It was a
political yet theological statement to educate a misinformed populace on the
history, practices and implications of sorcery and the reasons for persecuting
a witch in a Christian society under the rule of canonical law. It is also
believed to be one of the main sources used by William Shakespeare in the
production of Macbeth. Shakespeare attributed many quotes and rituals found
within the book directly to the Weird Sisters, yet also attributed the Scottish
themes and settings referenced from the trials in which King James was
involved. As detailed in his preface, the main sources of this work were that
of historically confessed witches, judicial case history and the Bible itself.
He also amassed various dissertations on magical studies to expand his
education on the relationships between infernal spirits and men. James
generally sought to prove that the devilish arts have always been yet still
are, but also explains the justification of a witch trial and the punishments
which a practitioner of the dark arts merits. He also reasons scholastically
what kinds of things are possible in the performance of these arts, and the
natural causes of the Devil's power with the use of philosophical reasoning.
King James sought to prove the existence of witchcraft to other Christians
through biblical teachings. Newes from Scotland--The initial and subsequent
publications of Daemonologie included a previously published news pamphlet
detailing the accounts of the North Berwick witch trials that involved King
James himself as he acted as judge over the proceedings. The deputy bailiff to
the kingdom of Scotland, David Seaton, had a servant named Geillis Duncan who,
within a short period of time, was found to have miraculously helped any who
were troubled or grieved with sickness or infirmity.
King James Demonology King James 2017-01-10 This is the modern English
translation of Demonologie by King James. Editor's Preface: The reason I
translated this text into modern English is because most people wouldn’t bother
to read this text in archaic English. I think it’s important to know the
contents of this booklet as it can give a great insight into the things we see
happening today and what we should be aware of. Although modern science, which
in the Bible is said to be “falsely so called” (1 Timothy 6 20) got many
convinced that such things as spirits don’t exist, my personal experience
absolutely proves such claims to be wrong, and I’m not alone in this. Many
other people were also saved by Jesus from such dangerous occult practices like
Hinduism and meditation after their realization that these are the traps set by
Satan to get one totally demonized and sent to hell - just check YouTube Jesus
testimonials for a proof. Because of my own experiences I know that what King
James writes about is true. I’m not saying I have experienced everything he
describes, but the things that he writes about which I have personally
experienced are absolutely true, so it’s very likely that the rest of what he
says about Satan and evil spirits is true also. For most people the claims of
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this booklet will be too fantastic to believe, and I understand this. But for
those who got burnt by the occult, whether being engaged in reiki, palmistry,
astrology, Wicca, chanting or any other such practices, and know the reality of
spirits, this booklet will, I believe, be very helpful indeed, as it describes
the operation of evil spirits and their master Satan. Lastly, I hope you won’t
be put off by several references to the lesser intelligence of women in this
booklet. This booklet was written in 1597, and at that time women weren’t
employed but were destined to become housewives; so like I see in India today
(where I live) many women are less intelligent than men due to their lack of
education and their focus being only on family and marriage; so I understand
why such prejudice was common at that early time in England and Scotland. From
the text it’s easy to tell that King James was influenced by Calvinism which I
don’t support, just to let you know. For example, he was of the opinion that
only the elect could be saved. So I’m highlighting this fact so as to make you
aware that I’m of a different opinion, yet I still support this work as it
contains much useful information, though it doesn’t mean that I agree with
everything it has to say about Christianity. To make it easier to understand
this work I’ve modernized the language, simplified certain sayings, shortened
some sentences, divided some long paragraphs, and researched more into
particular spirits and their actions so that you understand better what King
James means in certain passages. (My notes are distinguished from the main
work.) Since this document was written in archaic English and Scottish
languages, it took me a while to understand some sentences and phrases, but I
hope that I’ve translated everything correctly; when I really didn’t understand
what was meant by some phrase (which happened a few times), I simply left the
phrase as it was, so that not to accidentally change the meaning. Finally, you
can read the original work in several online resources out of which I’ve found
this most convenient: http://www.sacred-texts.com/pag/kjd/kjd04.htm. Kindest
regards, Simona Rich
Kinesic Magic Donald Tyson 2020-08-08 Channel the Root Energies of the Universe
with an Approach to Magic Unmatched in Elegance and Power Discover a system of
magic that you can use to create any ritual, any charm, any spell you need in
your life...with no special tools required. Kinesic magic is a new approach to
Western magic that uses body postures and hand gestures to channel and utilize
the fundamental esoteric forces. This book includes the basic postures and
gestures as well as numerous practical exercises to master them. Renowned
occultist Donald Tyson also shares a range of complete rituals—from simple to
complex—for calling forth the powers of the elements and planets, commanding
spirits, healing the body and mind, and more. Magical systems often require the
use of tools, altars, jewelry, or other accoutrements. Kinesic magic simply
uses twenty-four hand gestures and twenty-four basic postures to invoke,
direct, concentrate, project, and banish powerful magical forces. This unique
system connects your physical and mental energies with the five elements, the
seven planets of traditional astrology, and the twelve signs of the zodiac.
This magic of the empty hand can be used anytime, anywhere for remarkable
magical results.
The Book of Forbidden Knowledge Johnson Smith 2019-09-15 This book covers a
number of different topics, including Black Magic, lucky numbers and insight
into dreams. Instructions are provided on how to be a spirit medium and
hypnotize, among other things. It's easy to read and is as informative as it is
entertaining.
Lives Of The Necromancers William Godwin 2013-12-10 An account of the most
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eminent persons in successive ages, who have claimed for themselves, or to whom
has been imputed by others, the exercise of magical power. Necromancy is the
art of revealing future events by a pretended communication with the dead.
There is a theory that this impious superstition and imposture had its origin
at a very early period in the land of Egypt, and had been thence propagated
like many other arts in every nation which ancient history has made us
acquainted with. Of its early existence we have complete evidence from the
writings of Moses, where it is severely condemned as an abomination to the
Lord. It appears to be one of the whoredoms to which Ezekiel represents his
countrymen as having brought with them from Egypt, and continued to practise
till they were carried captives into Babylon.
The Lancashire Witches Robert Poole 2002 A study of England's biggest and bestknown witch trial, which took place in 1612 when ten witches from the forest of
Pendle were hanged at Lancaster. A little-known second trial occured in 1633-4,
when up to nineteen witches were sentenced to death.
Daemonologie King King James 2016-05-14 At a time when news of strange
sicknesses, sudden deaths and a widespread interest in witchcraft was
discovered in the kingdom, a response to the pandemic was published in a
dissertation written by King James. This dissertation provided the public with
special knowledge regarding the history, practices and study of magick but also
included the differences between ancient Witchcraft, Necromancy, Sorcery and
the magick arts with all the sub categories and derivatives. This dissertation
not only explains in detail the history and practices of ancient witchcraft but
takes care to educate the reader of the various forms and workings of the
infernal order of demons; detailing the demonology of Satan, Spectra; evil
spirits, Ziim, Iim, Incubi, Succubi, faries, brownies, familiar spirits and
even further elaborates on the daemonic and demoniac sufferings of haunting,
obsession and possession. This work became the inspiration of Shakespeare''s
Macbeth and even became a "how to" witch-hunter''s manual that was studied and
used by the infamous Matthew Hopkins who within just 2 years launched a series
of witch hunts that resulted in the executions of an estimated 300 witches. The
first publication of his work included a case study of how King James himself
partook in a witch trial during the year 1591 that uncovered a plot to sabotage
his wife, the Queen of Scots and overthrow the throne of Scotland with the use
of satanic rituals and animal sacrifice. This dissertation titled Dæmonologie
was published in 1597, prior to the first publication of the King James Version
of the Bible in 1611 and shows how the Original Hebrew of the Biblical Old
Testament had contained within its verses the names of demonic or angelic
entities that instead appear as animals in all the Greek and Latin translations
from which the KJV derived. This edition of Dæmonologie has been fully
transcribed, edited and translated into modern English. It is further annotated
with explanatory notes, definitions and also expanded with more content and
contains discovery from more witch trial records that took place during the
reign of King James, not previously published in the original. The content is
as follows: King James dissertation on daemonology: Book I. - The Description
of Magic. Division of the Arts Etymology. The Difference Between Necromancy &
Witchcraft. Rudiments & Devil''s School. Division of Astrology The Use of
Charms. Forms of Circles & Conjurations The Devil''s Contract in Two Parts.
Miracles of God vs Devil. Book II. - The Description of Sorcery & Witchcraft.
Biblical Proof vs Imagination & Myth. Etymology of Sorcery. The First path of
Apprenticeship Division of a Witch''s Actions. Adoration of their Master Method
of Transportation & The Illusions of Satan The Curse & Remedy of Diseases Least
and Most Subject to Harm. The Appearance of a Devil (Demonic Forms) The Times
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and Forms a Devil Appears. / Denial Book III. - The Description of the Spirits.
The Four Principle Kinds. Spectra. Method of Avoiding Their Trouble. Obsession
& Possession. On Daemoniacs and the Possessed Incubi & Succubi Faries Of the
Trials and Punishments of Witches. Witch Trials: The North Berwick Witch Trials
& the Death of Dr. Fian. Where an infamous group of witches (approximately 200)
testified to plotting against the throne of Scotland and a satanic sacrificial
ritual was performed to as an attempt kill the Queen of Scots, wife of prince
James. The Discovery of the Witchcraft of Joane Flower and her daughters
Margret and Phillip Flower that describes peculiar events revolving around the
sudden and mysterious death of the honorable Frances, Earl of Rutland and all
the examinations and confessions of the witches in Leicestershire that were
used as evidence in the trial that took place during King James'' reign of
England.
Demonology King James 2016-08-11 The Demonology of King James I forms one of
the most intriguing and well made texts of the burning times. Crafted at the
end of the 16th century, it details the nature of sorcery, witches, Satan,
fairies, and hauntings. Simultaneously blasting witchery and Papistry, King
James prescribes various witch hunting methods, classifies demons, and suggests
the sole method of dealing with all forms of witches, including those
practicing the healing arts; namely, death.
Holy Bible: King James Version with the Apocrypha, the Book of Enoch and the
Assumption of Moses Various 2018-03-17 A reprint of the classic King James
version of the Holy Bible that also includes the full Apocrypha and for
references from the book of Jude, the Book of Enoch and the Assumption of Moses
is included. This reprint is more of a reference and study tool rather than a
devotional Bible. The verses all begin on their own lines to make it easier to
reference certain verses and the durable paper the book is printed on makes it
easier to make notes right in this Bible without having to markup that
beautiful leather edition that you keep.
Elizabethan Demonology Thomas Alfred Spalding 1880
Philosophical Approaches to Demonology Benjamin W McCraw 2017-03-31 In
contradistinction to the many monographs and edited volumes devoted to
historical, cultural, or theological treatments of demonology, this collection
features newly written papers by philosophers and other scholars engaged
specifically in philosophical argument, debate, and dialogue involving ideas
and topics in demonology. The contributors to the volume approach the subject
from the perspective of the broadest areas of Western philosophy, namely
metaphysics, epistemology, logic, and moral philosophy. The collection also
features a plurality of religious, cultural, and theological views on the
nature of demons from both Eastern and Western thought, in addition to views
that may diverge from these traditional roots. Philosophical Approaches to
Demonology will be of interest to philosophers of religion, theologians, and
scholars working in philosophical theology and demonology, as well as
historians, cultural anthropologists, and sociologists interested more broadly
in the concept of demons.
Demonology King James I. 2006-11 Written in 1597 in old english, King James I,
the author of the King James bible, wrote Demonology. This work includes his
beliefs in satan and witches. A historical work and important read for scholars
of religion, this title allows readers to study the beliefs and ideas and King
James. Demonology is known as one of the most interesting and controversial
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writings in the history of christianity.
Demonology King James I. 2002 King James was responsible for the widely
accepted King James Bible. This book appeared before that, showing that he
believed himself to be an instrument of God. He also believed in Satan and that
it was his job to kill witches (the Devils ministers), while carrying out his
duties. It seems that his beliefs had a profound effect on the translation of
the King James Bible. This is an important historical and religious study,
written by King James own hand. Contains a revealing Introduction by Paul Tice
and allows one to study King James and his concerns at the time that the book
was written.
Daemonologie (illustarted Edition) King James 2021-03 In 1590 three hundred
Scottish 'witches' were tried for plotting the murder of their King, James VI
of Scotland (soon to be James I of England). James is known to have suffered
from a morbid fear of violent death, and the trial heightened his anxiety over
this apparently treasonous 'un-Christian' sect, and stimulated him to study the
whole subject of witchcraft. 'Daemonologie' is the result of this royal
research, detailing his opinions on the topic in the form of a Socratic
dialogue between the sceptic Philomathes and witch-averse Epistemon, who
reveals many aspects of witch-craft. The book consists of three sections, on
magic, on sorcery and witchcraft, and on spirits and ghosts, and ends with a
lurid account of the North Berwick witch trials, based on the evidence of Dr
John Fian, the alleged head of the coven, whose 'confession' was obtained with
the aid of thumbscrews, the Boot, and by the ripping out of his fingernails.
King James VI and I: Political Writings James I (King of England) 1994 James VI
and I united the crowns of England and Scotland. His books are fundamental
sources of the principles which underlay the union. In particular, his
Basilikon Doron was a best-seller in England and circulated widely on the
Continent. Among the most important and influential British writings of their
period, the king's works shed light on the political climate of Shakespeare's
England and the intellectual background to the civil wars which afflicted
Britain in the mid-seventeenth century. James' political philosophy was a
moderated absolutism, with an emphasis on the monarch's duty to rule according
to law and the public good. Locke quoted his speech to parliament of 1610
approvingly, and Hobbes likewise praised 'our most wise king'. This edition is
the first to draw on all the early texts of James' books, with an introduction
setting them in their historical context.
Demonology King James I. England 2015-10-18 The Practice of Witch Hunting
Demonology by King James VI of Scotland later also James I of England
Daemonologie In Forme of a Dialogie Diuided into three Bookes. By James RX
Daemonologie -- in full Daemonologie, In Forme of a Dialogie, Divided into
three Bookes. By James Rx -- was written and published in 1599 by King James VI
of Scotland (later also James I of England). The book endorses the practice of
witch hunting. James begins the book: The fearefull aboundinge at this time in
this countrie, of these detestable slaves of the Devil, the Witches or
enchaunters, hath moved me (beloved reader) to dispatch in post, this following
treatise of mine (...) to resolve the doubting (...) both that such assaults of
Satan are most certainly practised, and that the instrument thereof merits most
severely to be punished. The work is in the form of a dialogue between
characters called "Philomathes" and "Epistemon". In writing the book, King
James was influenced by his personal involvement in the North Berwick witch
trials (1590).
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Demoniality; Or, Incubi and Succubi Ludovico Maria Sinistrari 1879
Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland (2 of 6): England (2 of 12) William
Rufus Raphael Holinshed
King James G. B. Harrison 2013-10 This is a new release of the original 1924
edition.
Demonology: of King James I by King James I King James I 2020-03-25 Demonology:
Of King James I was written and published in 1597 by King James VI of Scotland
(later also James I of England) as a philosophical dissertation on contemporary
necromancy and the historical relationships between the various methods of
divination used from ancient black magic. This included a study on demonology
and the methods demons used to bother troubled men. It also touches on topics
such as werewolves and vampires. It was a political yet theological statement
to educate a misinformed populace on the history, practices and implications of
sorcery and the reasons for persecuting a person in a Christian society accused
of being a witch under the rule of canonical law. This book is believed to be
one of the main sources used by William Shakespeare in the production of
Macbeth. Shakespeare attributed many quotes and rituals found within the book
directly to the Weird Sisters, yet also attributed the Scottish themes and
settings referenced from the trials in which King James was involved.
The Discovery of Witches Matthew Hopkins 2021-02-09 Starting in the 15th
century, a fear of witchcraft and alternative practices grew into a hysteria.
Because witches were suspected to be devil worshippers, they were considered
heretics to the Christian church. Consequently, the Christians launched a
crusade against these women and men. Matthew Hopkins was not only among the
greatest supporters of this crusade, but also one of the most active
participants. In just over a year, Matthew Hopkins, a self-proclaimed
“Witchfinder General”, killed over one hundred people. While the witch hunt
hysteria infected much of the 17th century society in England, there were still
those who opposed the accusations and discrimination against witches. After
being criticized for his work, Hopkins decided to publish a guide to witch
hunting, including methods to discover a witch, how to torture them into a
confession, and how to prosecute them. Along with outlines of torture methods,
such as sleep deprivation and forced physical activity, The Discovery of
Witches also addressed the questions and concerns raised by those who did not
support Hopkins. Under the guise of being a man of God, Hopkins claimed to have
been sent on a divine mission to manipulate other religious groups into joining
his cause. As Hopkin’s practices brought him lucrative success, he rose to a
short-lived power, but his published doctrine spread his influence for years
after his death. The Discovery of Witches by Matthew Hopkins is a short text of
immeasurable insight. Though now recognized as zealot propaganda, The Discovery
of Witches depicts a chilling perspective of a heinous time in history,
including the concerns of those who opposed it. While Hopkin’s work
immortalizes a fascinating yet repulsive historical movement, it also invites
readers to reflect on the ways the spirit of his manipulation is still present
in modern society. This edition of The Discovery of Witches by Matthew Hopkins
features an eye-catching cover deign and is printed in an easy-to-read font,
making it both readable and modern.
Practical Demonology Clare Rees 2022-03-29 A chilling YA novel set in a world
overrun by plague and demons—and a group of teens doing anything they can to
survive There have always been castles in the valley, and the people have
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always been under threat. They’ve always needed those thick walls, the
protection of that enclosing stone. Non feels like she needs it more than most,
because her mother was infected by the demons that live in the woods. As the
doctor’s daughter, Non had planned a career in medicine—partly to please her
father, but also because it would keep her inside the protective walls of the
citadel. When plague strikes the citadel, all the teenagers are evacuated to
the ruined Cirtop Castle. While there, she's given the opportunity of a
lifetime: the chance to study the demons that she’s always feared. But will she
be brave enough to take it? In the footsteps of Jelly, Rees's brilliant and
original debut novel, comes a new story of survival and community—and just a
little bit of literal guts.
Daemonologie - With Original Illustrations King James I. Of England 2012-06-01
In 1590 three hundred Scottish 'witches' were tried for plotting the murder of
their King, James VI of Scotland (soon to be James I of England). James is
known to have suffered from a morbid fear of violent death, and the trial
heightened his anxiety over this apparently treasonous 'un-Christian' sect, and
stimulated him to study the whole subject of witchcraft. 'Daemonologie' is the
result of this royal research, detailing his opinions on the topic in the form
of a Socratic dialogue between the sceptic Philomathes and witch-averse
Epistemon, who reveals many aspects of witch-craft. The book consists of three
sections, on magic, on sorcery and witchcraft, and on spirits and ghosts, and
ends with a lurid account of the North Berwick witch trials, based on the
evidence of Dr John Fian, the alleged head of the coven, whose 'confession' was
obtained with the aid of thumbscrews, the Boot, and by the ripping out of his
fingernails.
Witchcraft in Early Modern Scotland Lawrence Normand 2000-01-01 This volume
provides a valuable introduction to the key concepts of witchcraft and
demonology through a detailed study of one of the best known and most notorious
episodes of Scottish history, the North Berwick witch hunt, in which King James
was involved as alleged victim, interrogator, judge and demonologist. It
provides hitherto unpublished and inaccessible material from the legal
documentation of the trials in a way that makes the material fully
comprehensible, as well as full texts of the pamphlet News from Scotland and
James' Demonology, all in a readable, modernised, scholarly form. Full
introductory sections and supporting notes provide information about the
contexts needed to understand the texts: court politics, social history and
culture, religious changes, law and the workings of the court, and the history
of witchcraft prosecutions in Scotland before 1590. The book also brings to
bear on this material current scholarship on the history of European
witchcraft.
The Books of Enoch 2017-05-05 2nd Book of Enoch, the Slavonic Enoch, or 2
Enoch, which is another apocryphal book, found complete only in Old Slavonic
manuscripts, and it was once present in the Old Slavonic Bible. It's usually
dated to the first century CE although Matthew Black in The Oxford Guide to
People & Places of the Bible state that there is no manuscript "earlier than
the fourteenth century BE". ~ Amazon.
Demonology Of King James I James I 2019-07-16 The fearefull aboundinge at this
time in this countrie, of these detestable slaues of the Deuill, the Witches or
enchaunters, hath moved me (beloued reader) to dispatch in post, this following
treatise of mine, not in any wise (as I protest) to serue for a shew of my
learning & ingine, but onely (mooued of conscience) to preasse thereby, so
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farre as I can, to resolue the doubting harts of many; both that such assaultes
of Sathan are most certainly practized, & that the instrumentes thereof, merits
most severly to be punished: against the damnable opinions of two principally
in our age, wherof the one called SCOT an Englishman, is not ashamed in publike
print to deny, that ther can be such a thing as Witch-craft: and so mainteines
the old error of the Sadducees, in denying of spirits. The other called
VVIERVS, a German Phisition, sets out a publick apologie for al these craftesfolkes, whereby, procuring for their impunitie, he plainely bewrayes himselfe
to haue bene one of that profession. And for to make this treatise the more
pleasaunt and facill, I haue put it in forme of a Dialogue, which I haue
diuided into three bookes: The first speaking of Magie in general, and
Necromancie in special. The second of Sorcerie and Witch-craft: and the thirde,
conteines a discourse of all these kindes of spirits, & Spectres that appeares
& trobles persones: together with a conclusion of the whol work. My intention
in this labour, is only to proue two things, as I haue alreadie said: the one,
that such diuelish artes haue bene and are. The other, what exact trial and
seuere punishment they merite: & therefore reason I, what kinde of things are
possible to be performed in these arts, & by what naturall causes they may be,
not that I touch every particular thing of the Deuils power, for that were
infinite: but onelie, to speak scholasticklie, (since this can not bee spoken
in our language) I reason vpon genus leauing species, and differentia to be
comprehended therein. - Taken from Demonology by King James I
The Science of Demons Jan Machielsen 2020-04-09 Witches, ghosts, fairies.
Premodern Europe was filled with strange creatures, with the devil lurking
behind them all. But were his powers real? Did his powers have limits? Or were
tales of the demonic all one grand illusion? Physicians, lawyers, and
theologians at different times and places answered these questions differently
and disagreed bitterly. The demonic took many forms in medieval and early
modern Europe. By examining individual authors from across the continent, this
book reveals the many purposes to which the devil could be put, both during the
late medieval fight against heresy and during the age of Reformations. It
explores what it was like to live with demons, and how careers and identities
were constructed out of battles against them – or against those who granted
them too much power. Together, contributors chart the history of the devil from
his emergence during the 1300s as a threatening figure – who made pacts with
human allies and appeared bodily – through to the comprehensive but
controversial demonologies of the turn of the seventeenth century, when
European witch-hunting entered its deadliest phase. This book is essential
reading for all students and researchers of the history of the supernatural in
medieval and early modern Europe.
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft Raymond Buckland 1986 Buckland's
Complete Book of Witchcraft has influenced and guided countless students, coven
initiates, and solitaries around the world. One of modern Wicca's most
recommended books, this comprehensive text features a step-by-step course in
Witchcraft, with photographs and illustrations, rituals, beliefs, history, and
lore, as well as instruction in spellwork, divination, herbalism, healing,
channeling, dreamwork, sabbats, esbats, covens, and solitary practice. The
workbook format includes exam questions at the end of each lesson, so you can
build a permanent record of your spiritual and magical training. This complete
self-study course in modern Wicca is a treasured classic—an essential and
trusted guide that belongs in every Witch's library. Praise: "A masterwork by
one of the great Elders of the Craft. Raymond Buckland has presented a treasure
trove of Wiccan lore. It is a legacy that will provide magic, beauty, and
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wisdom to future generations of those who seek the ancient paths of the Old
Religion."—Ed Fitch, author of Magical Rites from the Crystal Well "I read
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft with much pleasure. This book contains
enough information and know-how for all approaches: the historical, the
philosophical, and the pragmatic . . . quite entertaining, as much for the
armchair enthusiast as for the practicing occultist."—Marion Zimmer Bradley,
author of The Mists of Avalon "Never in the history of the Craft has a single
book educated as many people, spurred as many spiritual paths, or conjured as
much personal possibility as Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft."—Dorothy
Morrison, author of The Craft
Manifold Greatness Helen Dale Moore 2011 Manifold Greatness: the Making of the
King James Bible tells the story of the creation and immediate afterlife of the
King James translation of the bible, first published in 1611. The King James
Bible is the most printed book in existence, with one billion copies in print.
Its effect on the English language is incalculable, both in common parlance and
in literature.Richly illustrated with manuscripts, artefacts, and archival
material concerning the Oxford Translators such as the annotated Bodleian
Bishops’ Bible of 1602, pages from the Wycliffite and Tyndale bibles and an
edition of the Bishop’s Bible owned by Elizabeth I, this book also contains
material on the later reception of the King James Bible in America, including a
chapter on the King James Bible and the Folger Shakespeare Library.Eight
chapters contributed by leading academics in the field discuss the history of
biblical translation, the political background to the project, the Oxford
Translators (including Henry Savile, John Rainolds, and John Harmar) and their
working milieu, the book and its cultural politics, and the reception and
influence of the King James Bible up until 1769 (the publication date of the
‘Oxford Standard’ edition, the first revision of the 1611
translation).Published to commemorate the four-hundredth anniversary of the
publication of the King James Bible and marking the first collaboration of two
of the world's leading libraries, this book brings together key research and
documentation to provide a lively and meticulous account of this publishing
phenomenon.
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